Introduction
Let G be a purely hyperbolic Fuchsian group of the first kind with genus g>1 and let D(z) be the Dirichlet region for G with center z. It was proved by Beardon [2, Theorem 9. 4 .5] that for a.e. z D(z) has all cycles of length 3 and, hence, 129-6 sides. Let p(g) give the number of possible identification patterns. In [3] we showed tbat p(2):8. [4, Theorem 5 .1], only has pattern 6 and its degenerates as patterns for D(z). Groups which change their pattern according to elementary moves [3, Chapter 5l are constructed in Chapter 4. I am indebted to S. Mustonen, L Mellin and H. Haario Proof. If P is a vertex with cycle length 3, then by continuity and discreteness z has a neighbourhood in which D (w) has a vertex in a neighbourhood of P with the same cycle length and adjacent sides labelled by the same mappings as P has for D(z').
The condition for Q being a vertex of D(z\ with cycle Iength 4 and with adjacent sides labelled by fr,f", the sidefr being degenerate at Q, is, in hyperbolic distances, a(Q, z): Q(Q,tLQ)): e(Q,.fr(r)): o(Q,f"(4) = a(Q, ce)) for all g€G\9,,(,.fr,fr\ ud f2Q\ lies on the circle with center p on the part between fr(z) and fr(z) not containing z. Then also the side fllf, is degenerate.
Because ofcontinuity and discretenessthereexistsaneighbourhood U ofz such that for w(U ny, where 7 is given by (2.1), the pattern of D(w) is the same as that of D(z),whtle for w€U\t, D(w)has 129-6 sides since all cycles are of length 3. We claim the side-pairing mapping added to D(z) is changed between f2 and f;'f" us the curve 7 is crossed in U\{z}. Denote R(w):lw,fr(w),fr(w),f"(w)1.
Then R is not a constant. Let g-be the Möbius transformation which maps r,rl, fr(r),.f"(w) to 0, 1,6, respectively. Then R(w):g.(fr(w)). Let Step 2. Let r and A be the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed circles for D(0). We claim it suffices to consider z rn the triangle Z( Figure 2\ with vertices in Stability of identification patterns for Dirichlet regions 4t5 the hyperbolic polar coordinates 0, Q:(r,n), 5:(r,5nl4). Let P:(R,9nl8)' TheselD(P) isaregularoctagonwithdiagonalpairingsbl fnfrfr,fr.frf",frfrfnt, frf;'f;t. Let hbe the reflection in the line through Q and S. Then å maps D(P) to liöl"ta h-Lfrh:(ftnftrfr)-',h-'frh:f'fufr',h-tf"h:7rftrf;t,h-'fnh:Ut.frfr\-t' We deduce that D(h(z)) is obtained from D(z) by replacing each fi' i:1, "',4, by its conjugate (and reversing the order). Also, the reflections of the curves in Z indicating exceptional centers are curves indicating exceptional centers n hQ) belongipg to the conjugate mappings. The conclusion is that the group of the regular octagon has for patterns for D(z), z€ClD(0), pattern 6, its degenerates with 14 sides on the lines drawn in Figure 2 is obtained by using a computer, but exact calculations can also be made. For example, the cross-ratio lz,fnQ),.fn.ft(z),fnf"fr(z)l canbe represented as a quotient of two polynomials of degree fourin z,withreal coefficients.
Hence the side fafgdegenerates on the real axis. 
